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Abstract
Cross Flow Micro Hydro Turbine has been an emerging area of interest in recent years of research due
to ever increasing conventional fuel scarcity and environmental concerns due to pollution. Hydro power
a renewable power has proved to be an efficient and alternative tool in the increasing the demand of
the electricity production by utilizing the potential & kinetic energy of water falling around. This work
represents the design, development, and performance evaluation of a micro cross flow turbine effect of
overall output of 1.5KW. Field trial of the turbine was done by using the water head and water flow
generated through a tube well and power output obtained.
Keywords: Micro hydro power, Cross flow turbine, alternator, rural electrification.

Introduction
Micro-hydro is one of the most cost effective energy
technologies to be considered for rural electrification
in less developed countries. Micro-hydro in most
cases ‘Run off River’. Run off river hydro electricity is
a type of hydro electric generation where by little or
no water storage is provided. Run off river power
plant may either have no storage at all or a limited
amount of storage. Therefore run off river installation
do not have any adverse effect on the local
environment as large hydro. Small hydro plants may
be stand alone system in isolated areas but could
also be grid connected. The connection to the grid
has the advantage of the easier control of the
electrical system frequency of the electricity, but the
disadvantage of being tripped off the system due to
problems outside of the plant operator control.
Small-scale hydropower is one of the most costeffective and reliable energy technologies to be
considered for providing clean electricity generation.
Many of these systems are "Run-off River" which
does not require an impoundment. Instead, a
fraction of the water’s stream is diverted downhill
through a pipe to a small turbine that sits alongside
the stream. The design and applications of hydraulic
turbines has evolved over time. Functionally, there
are several different types of hydraulic turbines, each
of which operates under a characteristic set of
operating conditions.
Principal of Run Off River Plant

In a hydraulic power generation plant, the stored
energy in water as a hydraulic fluid is converted into
mechanical energy by means of hydraulic turbine.
Hydraulic turbines are of two basic types: impulse
turbines and reaction turbines. Selection of the type
of the turbine depends upon the head and water
flow rate of the dam.
The general formula for any hydro system’s power
output is: P= ηρgQH
Where, P is the mechanical power which is produced
at the turbine shaft (watts).
η is the hydraulic efficiency of turbine.
g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2).
ρ is the density of water (kg/m3).
Q is the flow rate passing through the turbine (m3/s)
and
H is the effective pressure head of water across the
turbine (m).
Literature Review
In this paper review to certain papers, has given after
the study in the area of Hydro Energy is being
presented. It has been brought out that there are
several schemes that can be implemented & worked
earlier in the field of hydro plant to enhance the
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Design & their performance to optimize the thermal
efficiency of Hydro electric power plant.
Kunal Roy, S.Sreevidya, S.Sai Siri [1], 2013
This paper presents & explain briefly about the mini
hydropower plant, which had a better featuring to
the used prime components namely turbine,
alternator and distribution system. It works on the
regenerative (feedback mechanism) using suction
technique and have control system to controlled the
power by controlling the rotary motion of the spear
valve. In this research, Head is taken 30 m to a high
head site with the velocity of 76 m/s & area is 0.19
m^2 to the penstock. Corresponding power is
produced is 426.21KW & output power efficiency of
alternator is 53.05% which is so much better. The
feedback process turns out to be in a cyclic process
& their aspect is considered, which make it feasible,
more efficient and eco friendly to the nature.
Vineesh V, A. Immanuel Selvakumar [2], 2012
The aim of the paper is to show the domestic use of
micro hydro plant with the technical feasibility. The
asynchronous condition of hydro power plant
depends upon the speed variation in turbine
generator set which is effect by the gate states of
hydraulic turbine. It is processed in Valara waterfall,
Kerala, India. Design and simulation of micro hydro
turbine and generator has set to optimize the result
output by increasing the power.
Hemant Sharma, Jasvir Singh [3], 2013
The aim of the paper is to comparison of runoff river
plant and small hydro power plants & different small
hydro turbine for the runoff river power plant. It
implies that storage s not the basic need but the
need is only the availability of water and flow
velocity. The flow stream to the design flow criteria
must exceed to for the proper generation of power,
& below the design criteria generation will reduce for
the system. It is alone system & connected to grid
for the electrical frequency & control of the system.
Raunak Jung Pandey, Sanam Pudasaini, Saurav
Dhakal [4], 2014
This paper present & explain briefly about Tesla
turbine their performance & working to the
experimental design with CFD analysis of power of
1KW is carried out. Experiment is performed near
Nepal at Himalaya waterfalls which carry the

sediments to the water it is having the different flow
& blades velocity pitch angles analysis with the help
of CFD tool. Tesla is very smooth disks &
unconventional turbine that uses different fluid
properties. It also analyzed erosion of disks due to
sediment carry by Himalaya water.
Alkistis Stergiopoulou, Efrosini Kalkani [5], 2013
The present paper presents the Archimedean turbine
test data, with the different experince to their overall
investigation & behaviour with the both axis flow of
water at low head hydraulic energy. Natural &
Artificial water courses for low head kinetic energy
has performed & investigated. By the theory,
cochlear is developed for small heads hydropower
plants. It is found at different region to cases have
also tested for the coastal & tidal currents of euripus
strait.
Most of the work done on small and micro turbines
has been limited to cross flow turbines. However,
cross flow turbines can be useful for canals and rivers
with large area channelized water. In this paper a
cross flow turbine has been designed and studied.
The Objectives of the present paper are: 1. To Design a cross flow micro turbine of 1.5KW.
2. To study its performance.
Design Calculation of Mechanical Power Output
The design criteria are totally based on the flow &
head of the stream. Head is the height or distance
from which it falls to surface of blades, where the
flow is the area or the volume of water captured to
blades & rotates the turbine. Larger part is covered
by these two terms which increases the power
output & directly depends upon the quantity of flow
& head respectively. Energy is increased by the flow
& head increment for larger conversion of electricity.
The two basic elements which affect the power
magnitude directly are flow & head. Now comes to
see the output power of this micro hydro turbine.
P=ηρgQH
Where, P is mechanical power at the turbine shaft
(watts).
η is the hydraulic efficiency of turbine.
g is the acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2.
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ρ is the density of water 1000 kg/m3.

9. Efficiency

Q is flow rate passing through the turbine (m3/s) and

Power Transmission System

H is effective pressure head to turbine (m).

Now, the transmission of the power from the rotor
blades to the shaft attached with the bigger size
pulley. Four pulleys are used to the system as for
improving the RPM to the output shaft at the
alternator. The size of different pulley is 30, 5, 14, & 3
inches. Now, let’s look to the transmission of the
RPM from the driving pulley to the driven pulley. The
calculated Power transmitted from Pulley A to Pulley
D is shown in the table-2.

Where,
Water density ρ = 1000 kg/m³
Head (H) = 7 m
Efficiency (η) = ½*c²*(1+ψ)*cos² (α)
Table 1: Values of various parameters used to
calculate efficiency

= 0.23

Table 2: Size and Rotation of different pulleys

C

H(m)

g(m/s2)

Ψ

α

Pulleys

A

B

C

D

0.98

7

9.8

0.98

60 ̊

Diameter(Inches)

30

5

14

3

Rotation(RPM)

70

420

420

1680

Where,
α is the attack angle of 60 ̊ to the runner

Construction Detail

c is the nozzle roughness coefficient

Modal of cross flow micro hydro turbine is shown in
figure-1. Micro Hydro turbine is constructed after
study of different papers and measurement analysis.
It mainly consists of frame structure to support the
Runner and alternator is fixed also at definite place
to provide the proper RPM to shaft of alternator,
different fabrication and design also taken into
consideration to study their angles of blades & fall of
water to the surface of concave surface for the
efficient performance & output from the alternator.
Instead of this, cylinder is used as runner with pipe in
shape of mild steel material of size 50x12 inches is
fixed with gas welding at two different ends. Two
flanges are used to control the proper movement
and flow of water to the blades for the better RPM at
the shaft.

ψ is the blade roughness coefficient
The values used are given in the table-1.
η = ½* (0.98)²*(1+0.98)*cos² (60)
η = ½*(.96)*(1.98)*(½)²
η = 0.23
1/10th of the surface area of Roller or utilized area of
the roller:
A = 2*π*r*l / 10 m²
A = 0.11 m²
Based on the above following parameters are set for
the design of the turbine.
1. Diameter of the Shaft
2. Length of the Shaft
3. Diameter of the Rotor
4. Blades Shape
(Galvanized Material)
5. Blade Angle
6. Head
7. Alternator Size
8. Operated Area

= 1.2 inches (SS material)
= 51 inches
= 12 inches (Mild steel)
= 24 x 14 inches
= 45˚
= 6-10 m
= 1.5 KW
= 0.11 m2

Different materials of the setup, is brought from the
local market of Jaipur. Sheet metal is firstly brought
to form the desired shape of pipe, which on further
rolled by the rolling machine & dimension of 12
inches of diameter was formed. Its exact weight is to
be 32kg of mild steel. After that a galvanised sheet of
thickness 2mm with a sheet size of 8x4 inches is
buying from the market. For the framing of the
whole setup a channel of length 30 feet of 3 bars are
also buy. Bearings, pulley, belt & alternator are also
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taken for the setup with their exact calculated
dimensions.

pulley with size of 1 inches in diameter which is
attached with the belt to each other for transmission
of power from one shaft to another.
Components Technical Detail
Design is a process of working to develop solutions
in a conscious and innovative way in which both
functional and aesthetic requirements are included
based on user needs. Design applied to the
development of products, environments which has a
user perspective and drives development based on
your specific customer needs. Various components
used to develop the Hydro turbine are as follows:
Frame

Figure 1: The Model of Cross Flow Micro Hydro
turbine
Firstly starting with the roller flanges, it is cut into the
size of 12.1 inches of diameter of 2 pieces to both
the end of pipe. After that a shaft is taken of size
2mm diameter of length 12inches of 2piece is taken
& attached after the flange is welded to both the
end. Electrode welding is used to weld the flanges &
shaft at faces of pipe. Now the construction of frame
according to length of pipe & blade shape is cut
according to the dimension of 52x40x20 inches of
the frame & with the sheet of 1.5mm thickness. It is
welded after the cut from the manual cutter. Frame
after construction is bolted with to both end with
bearings & roller or runner is mounted on frame with
bearing arrangements. Now the blades of size 24x14
inches in the form of leaf is cut with manual hand
cutter in the size of triangle & then forged into the
curved shape with the manual forging. Blades are
arranged at the spacing of 1.5inches of space in
between the blades & total 24 blades are arranged
one by one. With the help of drilling machine
manually 96 drills are done in cylinder & also the
blades are drilled. Blades are tight with the rivets on
the runner with the automatic machines. Pulley are
fixed at one end of the shaft of size 1.2 inches in
diameter to the runner shaft & alternator have a

It is structural support developed to mount the
different physical components likes: Turbine section,
Bearings, Shaft, Pulley, & Alternator etc. Figure-2
shows schematic diagram of frame. Frame is
developed firstly to their actual dimension to sustain
the load under various parameters. Table-3 shows
the properties of mild steel channel. Mild steel
channel are used to develop the frame of 3mm
thickness of rectangular size 52x40 inches.
Details Description
Table 3: Properties of Mild Steel Channel
Property

Mild Steel Channel

Tensile

42 KSI

Yield

60 KSI

Elongation

10%

Bend

180

Figure 2: The Frame dimension of the model
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Mild steel Cylinder (Runner)
Cylinder or runner is formed of diameter 12 inches of
2mm thickness of mild steel is used to form the
shape of hollow cylinder. Sheet of dimension
37x12x50 inches is used to form the pipe of such
lengths. Figure-3 shows that mild sheet is rolled by
the rolling machine. Rolling machine is used to form
the shape of cylinder. It takes a little time is taken to
form the shape by folding the sheet into the pipe
form. After complete bend of sheet in the pipe form,
it is welded from one portion by electrode welding
processes.

Figure 3: The cylinder or runner manufactured on the
rolling machine

Runner is mainly used to:-

Galvanized sheet

(a)
To attain maximum rotational speed by the
flow of fluid inside it & convert it into the electrical
energy.
(b)
To minimize losses, we reduce the pressure
energy & increase the kinetic energy by using the
mass & velocity of fluid to the blades surface for
maximum output.

We used galvanized sheet of thickness 2mm to form
the blades shape. As per design criteria a thrust,
potential & kinetic force is so large on the curved
shape of blades to take it as 2mm thickness of size
8x4 inches of length is taken in use. It cost is rupees
80 per kg to the other material & less than SS
materials. Figure-4 shows the structure of blade
which is used in this project. It is ductile material &
more strength than the aluminium or mild steel.

Cylinder material is very ductile and it is tested for 4
hours to the day & it is checked for at least 2 days
minimum every material is taken for the reading
purposes. Properties of cylinder made of mild steel is
shown in table-4
Details Description
Table 4: Properties of Mild Steel Cylinder
Mechanical
Properties

Metric

Imperial

Tensile Strength

370 Mpa

53700 PSI

Elongation
at
Break (50 mm)

15.0%

15.0%

Figure 4: The Blades manufactured from galvanized
sheet

Reduction
Area

Of

40.0%

40.0%

Actually, we are taken only 2mm thickness seat due
to certain reasons are:-

Modulus
Elasticity

Of

205 GPa

27700KSI

Detail Description
 Load bearing ability & strength of seat at
required design velocity & pressure is sustainable.
 To control the weight of roller that it should not
exceed to be high thickness.
 Tough to control the instant velocity of water at
a design head, to kept the thickness of 2mm.
Flanges
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Flange to both sides of cylinder is attached of 12mm
thickness. It is welded at both the end, for the
support to shaft to achieve the proper rotational
movement to shaft. Flange materials are taken as SS
material for better strength & reduce the fluctuation
at the high speed or RPM of shaft. Flanges are in
round or circular shape of dia-12.1 inches are cut in
the shape of manual hand cutter machine. After the
circular shape cut it is grinded with the grinder for
the edge removal & proper shape formation.

movement. Figure-5 shows the pulley and belts
attachment to the alternator.

Shaft
We used two SS material shaft to both end of pipe at
the different sides of cylinder in the axial
arrangement. Water is falling from the radial
direction of the shaft and for the rotational
movement to axial shaft is taken by the rotation of
the shaft properly to the alternator is carried by the
pulley & the belt. Shaft length is taken 51 inches is
arranged with a dia-1.2 inches for proper movement.
Load of the cylinder & blades is to be 85 kg & it is
carry easily by the shaft of such length & diameter.
Properties of Stainless Steel Shaft shown in table-5

Figure 5: Pulley & belts attachment to the alternator
Flywheel & Pulley

Physical Properties

Metric

Imperial

Tensile
Ultimate

Strength,

505 Mpa

73200 PSI

Tensile
Yield

Strength,

215 Mpa

31200 PSI

A flywheel is a rotating mechanical device that is
used to store the rotational speed. The amount of
energy stored in a flywheel is proportional to the
square of its rotational speed. Energy is transferred
to a flywheel by the application of a torque to it,
thereby increasing its rotational speed, and hence its
stored energy. Flywheels have an inertia called
the moment of inertia and thus resist changes in
rotational speed. A flywheel may also be used to
supply intermittent pulses of energy at transfer rates
that exceed the abilities of its energy source, or when
such pulses would disrupt the energy supply. This is
achieved by accumulating stored energy in the
flywheel over a period of time, at a rate that is
compatible with the energy source, and then
releasing that energy at a much higher rate over a
relatively short time when it is needed.

70%

Flywheel is of 24 inches of diameter is attached to
the output shaft of the roller or runner, which is
approx to be 48 kg of wt. Ultimately better output is
gain to alternating shaft.

Details Description
Table 5: Properties of SS Material Shaft

Hardness

129Mpa

Elongation at Break

70%

Belt
Bearing
We used two pedestals bearing at the both end for
the support & proper movement to shaft. It provide
support at both end by tighten the shaft on the
structural frame. It decreases the losses & reduces
the frictional resistance between the shafts to the
various losses of RPM to shaft by supporting to it.
Bearings of diameter is same to shaft size of 1.2
inches with some clearance is given between shaft &
bearing by the low lubrication for support & proper

Belt is made of flexible material usually used to link
the two shafts when it is parallel to each other. It is
used for various functions are: To transmit the power available at one shaft to
another shaft.
 It works as source motion to transmit the
mechanical power available at shaft.
 It also used track the relative movement
Details Description
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Different types of belts are there, but here we used
the V- belt. V-belt provides the better effect of
traction, long service life, load bearing & speed of
movement. In this type belt is fit in the groove of
pulley that it cannot slip from pulley. In this model
rubber belt is used to transmit the power for better
strength & reinforcement.

pole A.C generators in which two carbons are used
instead of field windings. So, these two carbons play
same role as field winding. The shaft output was
carried which is attached with the pulley & belt
transmission system with the turbine section shaft
and shaft rotation provides the generation of
electricity through the alternator. As it is
experimentally setup so it produces as 700-1000 W
at the 70 Rpm of the turbine shafts. It is stand above
from base 4 ft. to the shaft height by the frame of
channels and wires are connected to take the output.
Measuring devices:Following are the measuring devices used for our
experiment setup:

 Multimeter (MASTECH-MS830)
 Digital Tachometer
Experimental Set up

A non positive belt drive system utilizes smooth belts
and pulley wheels. The design of a non positive belt
is in the shape of a "V.' These belts require less
tension than do flat belts because they have more
surface area in contact with the pulley wheels. Non
positive belt drives are useful for connecting shafts
that are in close proximity to one another. The V-belt
found inside of an automobile engine is an example
of the non positive type. Crossed (twisted) belts
cause shafts to rotate in opposite directions.
Turbine section
With the proper analysis of dimension of roller or
cylinder & the blades design the whole accessories
of turbine are properly mounted on the frame for the
proper running & functioning of the system. Turbine
is kept such that water from the radial direction falls
to the surface of blades which concave surface holds
the weight or mass to their bucket like surface & run
the turbine properly. Turbine has a very small area &
open construction for the run off river plant without
pond age. Turbine section is properly mounted &
their whole weight is approx to be 90 kg on the
frame.
Alternator
It is used to convert the mechanical energy into the
electrical energy. The maximum rotation or rpm was
1500 & the output of the alternator is 1.5 KW. It is 4

Project was conducted at the field trial of the “Santha
naya gaon” near Dausa, Rajasthan. To conduct the
test performance, an experimental setup was done
with the help of a tube well having 7m head and a
penstock of 3 inches diameter. Various resistive load
was connected with the alternator and voltage,
current, power, RPM of runner and velocity of runner
was measured during the course of experiment.
Figure-6 shows the experimental setup performance
with working condition. Water flows down to turbine
then it hits the turbine’s blade and then runner part
or turbine gets come in motion in few seconds.
Table 6: Experimental details of various parameters

The turbine was exposed to water of a tubewell
having a head of 7 meter. The water flow was also
measured and formed to be 0.08 m3/s or 17.8 m/s.
Using these values in equation(1), the output power
was calculated and the value was 1260W. To load the
alternator a load of 1000W (Halogen Lamp) was
connected to the alternator and during the time of
experiment, Runner rotation and alternator output
voltage were also measured and are tabulated in
table-6.
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Figure 6: Experimental Setup
Conclusion
In this project, the performance evaluation of the
developed “Cross Flow Micro Hydro Turbine” has
been made. It has been notices that the efficiency of
this system was very poor of the order 20%.
However, the usefulness of the system can not be
ignored as the desired head of 7-10m can be easily
found at various places.
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